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Novel Reyes (Dir): The Critical Dictionary of Analytical Marxist Social Sciences by Paula Casal Keel University, UK Analytical Marxism is the Anglo-Saxon current of political and social thinking emerging in the 1970s, characterized by a non-dogmatic approach to the classic themes of Marxist tradition and its persistence in finding the basics in general and micro-foundations in
particular, internal coherence, conceptual analysis, expository clarity and intellectual Alan Carling, who has written extensively about analytical Marxism - and defended it in a protracted discussion with Ellen Meikins Wood (1) - quotes Michio Morism, author of The Economist of Marx (1973) and Ian Steedman, author of Marx after Sraffa (1977) and co-author of The Meaning of
Controversy (1981). He also discovers parallel trends in the development of critical human geography by Doreen Massey and his associates and in the anarchist work of Michael Taylor. The list of analytical Marxists included Robert Brenner, G.A. Cohen, John Elster, John Romer, Adam Przevorski, Philip van Paris and Eric Olin Wright, as well as Allen Wood and Norman Geras.
Also could be included are Andrew Levine, Elliott Sober, and a few more. The first seven, along with Pranab Om Bardhan, Samuel Bowles, Hillel Steiner and Robert van der Win, belonged to or until recently belonged to the September group, informally calling the inept Marxist group, or more precisely, Marxism sine stercore tauri. It is an interdisciplinary group, set up on the
initiative of Elster in 1979, which meets every September, usually where Cohen (London and Oxford) resides to discuss the current work of its members - who are often quoted by each other - or other authors of interest to the group. The collective volume of Analytical Marxism, edited by Romer, which includes articles by Barnham, Brenner, Elster, Przevorsky, Romer, Wood and
Wright, is a good example of this current. In her introductory material, Romer describes how she tackles Marxist issues using modern tools of logic, mathematics, and modeling (2). According to Romer, analytical Marxism differs from the classics by a number of traits that follow each other. First, while classical Marxists prefer not too far from real history, analysts recognize the
need for abstraction and are not shy about using it. Abstraction leads to the search for the basics and the attempt to understand the basic principles underlying Marxism; and the search for principles leads to presentation, simplification and models. By taking this view, the analytics ask questions that have not traditionally been considered necessary for promotion, such as why
classes appear as the primary collective actor if they do, (Elster); whether exploitation, defined as a systematic transfer of capital gains, is unfair - and why - (Roemer); Is a socialist revolution or a transformation possible (Elster, Wright); whether the proletariat is free (Cohen); if one of the goals of Marxist ethics is equality (Wood) (3); whether socialism is preferable to the material
interests of the working class of developed capitalism (Przevorsky) (4); whether the theories of working value and falling income levels are useless and unjustified (Roemer, Cohen, Elster, van Parijs) (5); if Marx believed that capitalism was unjust (Wood, Elster, Geras (6)) if capitalism could lead directly to communism without passing through socialism (van Parijs and van der
Wen); and, ultimately, what is possible and what we are looking for and why. This question that the inherited tradition has taken for granted - moreover, in keeping with Marx's critical spirit - is the audacity to ask about the Emperor's costumes with the intention of starting over if he is naked, attached to the analytical style. On the one hand, the rejection of darkness, rhetoric,
ideological and emotional appeals to the reader and the free deployment of erudition are characteristic of this; and, on the other hand, the search for precise definitions, consistency and systemicity, and the clear differences between concepts, between thesis and between the steps in the arguments that are made up of the proposals. What led them to find the basics, ask these
heretical questions and turn to analytical philosophy and positive social sciences was, Romer explains, the unequal success of socialism and the dubious failure of capitalism. In the face of these facts, there were several possible answers: the abandonment of the Talmudic protection of the word and the search for an interpretation that adapts to the course of history; Deny the
facts; reject Marxism; and recognize that Marxism was conceived in the last century, which must be primitive as opposed to modern standards and try to salvage what may remain valid. This is an option chosen by the analyst, whose antidogmatism is reflected, adds Romer, in the absence of exegesis; because what marx said is not what Marx said, but the consistency of the idea
(7). All of this has led to the selection of ideas and interpretations that must be rejected or reformulated more accurately and justifiably so that they can be presented to today's social theorist and resist other proposals. The work of analysis and systematization has also led to contradictions and find out if they can be resolved, or if any ideas should be rejected. Finally, the search for
the basics led to the search for microfinance (Elster, Romer, van Parijs) and the use of the theory of rational choice and game theory, so this current is also called the rational Marxism of Choice, the game of theoretical Marxism, and Marxism of Collective Action (8). Lukak's idea that in Matters of Marxism, Orthodoxy is exclusively a method (9), as well as the marriage of Holism
and Marxist theory. As for the unity of theory and practice, on the one hand, with some exceptions, there is no active participation in social movements, and on the other hand, it is clear that one thing is moral and political-normative philosophy, and on the other, there is no scientific and social research, even if political problems interfere with the choice of topics that will be
considered in both areas. Differing the analytical Marxists from the classics, Romer wonders what they have in common, and admits that he is not sure whether the work of those called analytics corresponds to the name of Marxism. This name, he explains, points to the recognition that some central ideas come from Marx, such as historical materialism, class and exploitation, and
the belief that some form of socialism transcends capitalism and that the alienation and injustice of a truly existing capitalism can be overcome (10). However, of these two common traits, some differences may begin to be noted starting with the second. Not all members of the September group are Marxists, and they are not the same and degree (Steiner definitely is not) and they
are not equally progressive, and they all agree that the alternative to capitalism is feasible and desirable. Elster, for example, is pessimistic about a possible transition to socialism. Based on historical materialism, he argues that such a transition is unlikely because it will require the simultaneous satisfaction of two types of conditions that tend to occur separately: objective
conditions (high levels of productive development) and subjective conditions (revolutionary motivation of large sectors to which suffering is approaching). There are no subjective conditions for change in the First World; and in the third, objective conditions for change to succeed (11). Elster also does not sympathize with the proposal that van Parijs and van der Wen present as an
alternative to both capitalism and the socialist revolutions. This is a direct transition to communism through the so-called unconditional basic income, or negative income tax, that links this idea to the conservative economist Milton Friedman). Whether this proposal is economically or politically feasible, how the broad debate it fostered - which used various arguments based on
efficiency, justice, freedom, feminism and ecology - and the normative foundation of van Parijs, which runs through the history of political thought from Fourier and Payne Rawls and Dworkin, are really interesting and instructive (12). As for the three central themes mentioned by Roemer, history, classes and exploitation, there are at least three great works that laid the foundations
for analytical reflections on them: The Theory of The Story of Karl Marx: Defense (1978) Cohen (13), Classes (1985) Wright and General Theory of Exploitation and Class (1982) by Romer himself (14). The first is considered to be the best protection and reconstruction of historical materialism, which has been made to date, and is fundamental in the formation of this current.
However, despite his status as a founder or co-founder, Cohen's book does not fit well with much of Romer's characteristics. Instead of the heterogeneity and carelessness behind what Marx said, Cohen makes a careful exercise in exegesis and extensive commentary on marx's text leading the work, which is no more than an 1859 prologue to contribute to criticism of the political
economy. In addition, Cohen tries to be highly Orthodox and defend traditional historical, monistic and technological materialism (VEASE DETERMINISMO TECNOECOLOGICO), Pleyanov's style - as Lenin wanted - also defended Engels, Kautsky, Bukharin, Trotsky and Stalin (15). On the other hand, though - partly because of his critics - Cohen takes into account what is
individually rational to do in the face of public goods such as productive progress or revolution (SEE TRAGEDY OF THE COMMON), he does not use mathematical models, game theory or decision-making, denies that these tools serve to analyze the central thesis of historical materialism and remain tied to functional explanation. Together, notes Graham Locke, Cohen's book
shows no sign that it was written in this context of crisis, he seems to ignore both the circumstances in which Marx wrote and his own, and stand outside history, both theoretical and political. But that's why Locke adds: This is an exemplary expression of the crisis... In the face of a crisis, Cohen simply returns to the first principles (16). With this book, Locke notes, Cohen became
the leading Marxist philosopher in the English-speaking world, putting himself in a position similar to that achieved in France His critics also spared no praise for the clarity of his reconstruction and the clarity of his defence. However, Locke concludes, as Isaiah Berlin said, the clarifications can expose the flaws of the theory. And that's what Cohen has achieved with at least one
version of Marxism. The question now is whether the crisis will end in recovery or death. The flurry of articles, chapters and books that followed the publication of this work indicates that it has caused trends in both directions. On the one hand, he revived Marxism, attracted many intellects and renewed interest in these issues; and on the other hand, he subjected his building to
massive bombardment, on various flanks, even from analytical rows. Cohen's book - as his foreword suggests - defends the traditional concept of historical materialism, in which history is fundamentally the development of human productive capacity and in which forms of society grow and disintegrate to the point where they allow or hinder such development. That is, survive only
the most suitable forms (or structures), because on average the feudal social form, for example, corresponding to the level of development of productive forces of the feudal era, ceased to be adequate (functional), when these forces grew, and became a castle (to be dysfunctional). For this reason, it has been replaced by a capitalist social form more suitable for the continuation of
this infrastructure. Thus, the social forms that have existed throughout history can be functionally explained by their suitability for the productive development needs that existed at a time when they existed. Wood takes a similar position, while Elster, a methodological individualist who has also done extensive exegregistic work in his On the Meaning of Marx (17), disagrees on
many points, and especially on functional explanation (18). Levin, Sober and Wright (19) maintain an intermediate position between individualism and holism: anti-reduction. They think - as individualists - that human relations are explanatory, but also - as holistic - that the properties of global social formations and the relationships between them are lightheartedly explanatory (20).
Brenner (21), for his part, chooses the competing concept of history as a class struggle; and Richard Miller (22), whose clarity does not disqualify him as an analytical, argues that Marx was not a technological determinant either. Many of the criticisms of these and other authors (such as Joshua Cohen, Allen Buchanan or John Gray (23)) have a common point, which, very
schematically, is the following. Cohen suggests that the trend towards productive forces because people, being smart and rational and in a situation of material scarcity, are interested and able to make the necessary infrastructure and/or structural changes in order to allow the disadvantaged to be replaced by functional and progress to continue. But this Smithianism, which
implicitly assumes that everything is solved on its own, is detrimental when it takes into account - avoiding holistic and atomistic extremes - the position of social actors who may face various problems of collective action and/or lack of interest, or the ability to make such changes. For example, their implementation may be irrational to members of the ruling class and/or impossible
for members of the dominant class. Does this mean that, after all, it is true that bourgeois methodological optics had conservative consequences, and the Marxists had to reject it? Lol First, these criticisms can be made from a variety of methodological positions, excluding extremes and including common sense. Second, the extensive work of analytics, far less tied to Marx than
Cohen, denies this connection. Thirdly, it is now necessary to consider whether this traditional historical materialism - the most Orthodox Marxist part of all life saved by this current - which has (in addition to ancestors, various associations and current relatives, such as Fukuyama) conservative consequences. Steiner (24) suggests that this is what happened to the Marxist idea that
the manufacturer (yesterday proletarian, and today yuppy) is the moral owner of the product: that by changing the historical context, it became part of the discourse on the right. The same seems to have happened with historical materialism, now that virtually no one believes in the productive superiority of socialism and speaks of the historical triumph of capitalism, because of its
unsurpassed ability to develop productive forces. This creates a trilem (one cannot simultaneously believe in historical materialism, in the technological superiority of capitalism and in the feasibility of socialism) and paradox: that the persistent protection of this theory is attributed to political interests and disiderative thinking and ultimately is politically counterpositional and
represents a barrier to the free development of new alternatives. It is clear that the adoption or abandonment of theory should not depend on whether it is in such a good interest. But if the theory is not justified, then for independent reasons those who are committed to the project of changing the course of history should be the first to rejoice; and even if it means giving up speech
and the way it's interpreted, it's not Treason. Loyalty to science and justice may require the expulsion of ancient theories, since it touches on principles and moral beliefs more than empirical, without spirit, than letters. Analytics has changed the lyrics, and a lot; but in the world of values the spirit is still alive, and normative analysis now enjoys the fame, sophistication and
development that classical Marxism has never given it. NOTE 1.- See A. Carling, Rational Choice of Marxism, New Left Review 160, 1986, In Defense of rational selection of NLR 182, 1990 and social divisions, Verso, London, 1991; and E. Meixins Wood, Marxism and the course of history, NLR 147, 1984 (i.e. in the open zone 33, 1984), Is the game worth the candle? NLR 177,
1989 and Explaining All or Nothing, NLR 182, 1990. 2.- J. Roemer, Analytical Marxism, Cambridge UP, 1986, page 1. 3.- See the contribution of these authors to ibid. 4.- A. Przeworski, Capitalism and Social Democracy, Cambridge UP, 1985. 5.- See Cohen, History, Labor and Freedom, Oxford UP, 1988, Chapter 11; J. Roemer, General Theory of Exploitation and Class, Harvard
UP, 1982 and Free To Lose, Radius, London, 1988; J. Elster, Making Sense of Marx, Cambridge UP, 1985; I. van Parijs, Marxism Recicled, Cambridge UP, 1992. 6.- See A. Wood, Karl Marx, Routledge and C. Paul, London, 1986; Marx and Equality in J. Roemer (ed.) 1986, and Marxian Justice Critics in M. Cohen, T. Nagel and T. Scanlon, Marx, Justice and History, Princeton UP,
1980; J. Elster, Making sense of Marx, Chapter 4, and N. Geras, Controversy on Marx and Justice, NLR 150, 1985. 7.- J. Roemer, Analytical Marxism, page 2. 8. - S. Lash and J. Urry, New Marxism of Collective Action, Sociology 18, 1984. 9.- G. Lukac, History and Awareness of Class I, Orbis, Barcelona, 1985, p. 57. 10.- J. Roemer, Analytical Marxism, page 2. On this issue to
see his future for socialism, criticism, Barcelona, 1995. 11.- Theory of combined and uneven development in J. Roemer (ed.) 1986, and Historical Materialism and Economic Backwardness in T. Ball and J. Farr (ed.), After Marx, Cambridge UP, 1984. 12.- See monograph number theory and society 15.5, 1986, which includes articles by R. Ayah and B. Trompa, E. O. Wright, A.
Nove, D. Karens, D. Berger, A. Przevorski, van Parijes and van der Wen; I. Van Paris ,edting basic income, Verso, London, 1992, which includes articles by G. Permanent, C. Offe, H. Steiner, A. Carling, D. Baker, B. Barry, R. Norman, B. Jordan, A. Gorz, M. Frieden, R. Goodin and Van Paris and Van Paris, Real Freedom for All, Oxford, 1995. 13.-Original: Oxford UP; In Spanish:
The Theory of Marx History: Defence, 21st Century, Madrid, 1986. 14.- In the New Directions in the Marx theory of exploitation I and II (Meanwhile 20 and 21, 1984), Romer summarizes the part their general theory of exploitation, which applies to institutional contexts beyond the standard capitalist case. This concept, which, among other things, emphasizes the importance of
ownership or control of productive forces, is influenced by Cohen and has influenced the classes (Verso, London, 1987). 15.- See S. H. Rigby, Marxism and History, Manchester UP, 1987, Chapter 4. 16.- G. Locke, Louis Altusser and G. A. Cohen: Confrontation, Economy and Society 17, 1988. 17.- See the contributions of M. Taylor, A. Wood, S. Meikle, C. Slaughter, D. North,
and Elster himself in the investigation 29, 1986, a monograph number dedicated to the meaning of Marx. 18.- Open Area magazine has gathered much of this discussion. See J. Elster, Marxism, Functionalism and Game Theory, and Cohen and Van Paris replicas in WA 33, 1984; A. Wood, Historical Materialism and Functional Explanation and J. Elster, New Reflections on
Marxism, Functionalism and Game Theory, 43-44, 1987; A. Przevorsky, Marxism and Rational Choice, VA 45, 1987 and A. Francisco, Analytical Marxism: Theory and Method, FOR 48-49, 1988. 19.- See, E. O. Wright, A. Levin and E. Sober, Marximo and Methodological Individualism, 41-42, 1986-87 and Reconstruction of Marxism, Verso, London, 1992; and Levin and Wright,
Rationality and Class Wrestling, NLR 123, 1980. 20.- Another critic who takes an intermediate methodological position, which he calls interrectionism, eco-anarchist A. Carter, accepts a functional explanation, but changes his direction, giving primacy to the state. See Marx: Radical Criticism, Harvester Press, Brighton, 1988; On individualism, collectivism and interconnection,
Heythrop Journal 31, 1990; and functional explanation and state, in history theory. Weatherly: Marx: Contemporary Debate, Avebury, Aldershot, 1992. 21.- See, R. Brenner, Social Foundation of Economic Development in J. Roemer (ed.), 1986; and T. Aston and C. Philpin (eds.), Brenner Debate, Cambridge UP, 1987. 22.- See R. Miller, Marx Analysis, Princeton UP, 1984. 23.- J.
Cohen, G. Cohen Review, Philosophy Journal 79, 1982; A. Buchanan, Revolutionary Motivation and Rationality, Philosophy and Public Affairs 9, 1979, and Marx, Morality and History Ethics 98, 1987; and J. Gray, System of Ruins, Times Literary Supp. 30/12/1983.24.- H. Steiner, Fruits of His Labor, to D. Milligan and W. Watts Miller (20th), Liberalism, Citizenship and Autonomy,
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